Hello dear CityLAB Community,

With the upcoming changeover to summer time, our Berlin Perennial Market offers all plant lovers a large and unusual selection of plants for balconies, gardens, pots and more. On your perennials, get set, go! The Berlin Perennial Market at Domäne Dahlem starts the new watering season with an extensive spring clean. By way of compensation, those hard-working watering volunteers among you can look forward to an even more intuitive website and improved display of the handbook back in stock simply makes everyone’s heart beat faster. Is your copy already worn out from leafing through the many different methods every day? Here you’ll find the solution to all your handbook-related problems - with our fourth edition, courtesy of the Senatskanzlei Berlin and a new foreword by Chief Digital Officer Berlin Martina Klement!

Breaking News: “Öffentliches Gestalten” handbook back in stock

If you know exactly what you want? Go directly to the 130 stands and especially to seeing you there too, of course! We're making our watering cans shine and are really looking forward to the big spring appearance of “Gieß den Kiez” beds! Not only will there be lots of blossoming plants to see, however: the watering project loaded with watering cans, flyers and posters, so we look forward to exploring the fun signing up! Anyone who wants to test digital applications for Berlin is more than welcome! You can provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive.

Want to support us in the driving forward administrative innovation processes and prototypes for Berlin's civil society and administration? Then you're in good company! Anyone who wants to test digital applications for Berlin is more than welcome! You can provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive.

Become a CityLAB tester!

Start the Berlin’s civil society and administration innovation process with experts on topics such as open data and innovation in the public sector, administrative innovation, and digitalization. Want to support us in the driving forward administrative innovation processes and prototypes for Berlin's civil society and administration? Then you're in good company! Anyone who wants to test digital applications for Berlin is more than welcome! You can provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive and provide feedback to help make our services even more user-oriented and intuitive.
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